Becoming a Brand Partner
To become a RadienLife Independent Brand Partner you must complete the enrollment process which
includes the application for Brand Partnership and submit the $19.95 enrollment fee in order to receive
a RadienLife Identification Number and purchase products. All product purchases are optional.
As a RadienLife™ Brand Partner, you will be selling the RadienIx™ products and building a team of BPs to
enable you to leverage the efforts of others while also helping them achieve financial freedom.
Your Brand Partnership includes an online Back Office that includes communications, tools and reports
that you need to manage a successful home/web based business.
As a new BP, you will earn commissions on your personal retail sales of RadienLife products and when
qualified, earn overrides on the sales of others.
Share It Pack - Get off to a Fast Start
As a BP you can also sell our Share It Pack to a new BP containing a generous selection of Sample Size
packages of RadienLife™ products at a price so generous, that the Share It Pack is only available for
purchase one time. (more than $800 in retail value of samples come in this package) We encourage you
to share this product with others to use and experience RadienLife™ products. The Share It Pack sells for
$199 and the selling BP earns a $60 Fast Start bonus commission on every Share It Pack you sell. The 1st
up line Premier Brand Partner (PBP) earns a $30 bonus override on all Share It Packs sold by BPs in their
Personal Group. As a PBP, you earn the $60 + $30 totally $90 for each $199 Share It Pack personally sold.
(You begin earning the $90 Share It Pack Bonus beginning in the weekly “bonus” period following the
weekly pay period that you qualify for Premier BP). Additionally, you may earn overrides of up to 10% on
Share It Pack CV through up to 6 generations of PBPs. Share It Pack Fast Start Bonuses are paid weekly.
When you join RadienLife as a Brand Partner, you become part of your up line Premier BPs personal
group (PG). Your Personal Group Commission Volume (PGCV) and the Commission Volume (CV) that
result from those that you sponsor into RadienLife count toward your qualifications to earn the Rank of
Premier BP. All of the Commission Volume (CV) that comes from BPs that are in the Premier BPs
personal group (PG) and not yet promoted to Premier BP, is that Premier BPs Personal Group
Commission Volume (PGCV).
As a Brand Partner (BP), you may earn retail profits from selling RadienLife products to retail customers
and you may earn wholesale profits by sponsoring other BPs into your Personal Group (PG). You can
increase your discount buying privileges by having an active Automatic Convenience Order (ACO) ($50

minimum), retailing more product to customers, or by building your Personal Group Commission
Volume (PGCV) by building a team of BPs.
As a new BP, you receive 10% discount buying privileges until your Personal Group Commission Volume
(PGCV) reaches 200 CV in any one month. ie… 0 -199 PGCV = 10%, and continues based on the schedule
shown below.
Note: Your Personal Commission Volume (PCV) is included in your (PGCV).
You will be paid a Personal Group Override (PGO) on PGCV that is produced from BPs that are at a lower
percentage buying privilege when there are no BPs at a higher percentage between you and them.
0 - 199 PGCV

200 - 499 PGCV

500 - 999 PGCV

1000 - 1499 PGCV

1500 - OR MORE

10%

15%

20%

25%

33%

If a Brand Partner goes on an ACO, including getting started with a 90 Day Challenge Pack, they receive a
15% buying privilege from that time forward as long as they are on an active ACO or have met the
qualifications per the schedule above.
Become a Premier Brand Partner (PBP)
To qualify as a PBP, you must produce $2000 Personal Group Commission Volume (PGCV) in 1 calendar
month, or $1000 PGCV in each of 2 consecutive months. No more than 50% can come from any one leg
in any qualifying period.
The month that you complete the PBP qualification is your “qualifying month” and you become a
Qualifying Premier Brand Partner (QPBP) and continue at the 33% discount buying privilege through the
end of that calendar month. You will become a “qualified” Premier BP on the 1st day of the following
month. As a “qualified” PBP, you now enjoy 40% discount buying privileges and up to 30% Personal
Group Overrides (PGO) on your PGCV. When a Premier produces other Premier BPs, the Personal Group
Commission Volume (PGCV) of the downline Premier BPs and their Personal Groups (PGs) no longer
count toward the up line’s PGCV. When this occurs, the up line Premier BP can qualify to receive up to
5% Royalty Overrides (RO) on the Personal Group Commission Volume (PGCV) through up to 3
generations of Premier BPs. (up to 10% on the CV of all Share It Packs sold through up to 3 generations
of PBPs) NOTE: Unearned Royalty Override percentages compress and roll up. See Policies and
Procedures for more details.

3 Star Premier Brand Partner
When a qualified PBP has a minimum of 1 fully qualified PBP in each of 3 legs, you earn the rank of 3
Star Premier Brand Partner (PBP). You now can earn Royalty Overrides (ROs) through up to 4
generations of PBPs Organization Commission Volume (OCV).
6 Star Premier Brand Partner
When a qualified PBP has a minimum of 1 fully qualified PBP in each of 6 legs, you earn the rank of 6
Star Premier Brand Partner and can earn Royalty Overrides (ROs) through up to 5 generations of PBPs
OCV.
9 Star Premier Brand Partner
When a qualified PBP has a minimum of 1 fully qualified PBP in each of 9 legs, you earn the rank of 9
Star Premier Brand Partner and can earn Royalty Overrides (ROs) through 6 generations of PBPs OCV.
Additionally, as a 9 Star, when your OCV is $250,000 or more in your 1st 3 generations of PBP for 3
consecutive months, you may now earn a 1% SupRGen Bonus Override on all OCV through up to 3
generations of 9 Star PBPs.
12 Star Premier Brand Partner
When a qualified PBP has a minimum of 1 fully qualified PBP in each of 12 legs, you earn the rank of 12
Star Premier Brand Partner. As a 12 Star PBP who produces $500,000 in OCV in your 1st 3 generation of
PBP for 3 consecutive months, you earn a 1% SupRGen Bonus Override on all OCV of up to 3 generations
of 12 Star PBPs.
Premier Brand Partner Royalty Override/Performance Bonus Override Schedule
The percentage that you are paid on through the number of generations you are qualified to be paid on
is as follows:
If you are a PBP and your Personal Group Commission Volume (PGCV) is
$200 - $399

$400 - $599

$600 - $799

$800 - $999

$1000 - OR MORE

1% OVERRIDE

2% OVERRIDE

3% OVERRIDE

4% OVERRIDE

5% OVERRIDE

NOTE: When a PBP qualifies for less than 5% override… (1-4%) the difference between 5% and the
percentage qualified for compresses and rolls up to the next 5% qualified PBP.

SupRGen Bonuses
SupRGen Bonuses are paid when you are a 9 Star PBP that has $250,000 in Organizational Commission
Volume (OCV) within your 1st 3 generations of Premier Brand Partners (PBPs) for 3 consecutive months,
and/or a 12 Star PBP that has produced $500,000 in OCV within your 1st 3 generations of PBPs for 3
consecutive months.
Financial Freedom Bonus
Our FFB offers many perks including a monthly paycheck (in addition to your regular weekly and
monthly commissions, overrides and Share It Pack bonuses), and the opportunity for a car, paid for by
RadienLife™.
Monthly bonus income starts when you reach and maintain 500 BPs with active ACOs (minimum of $50)
in your organization with no more than one-third coming from any one leg (a leg is a personally
sponsored BP and their downline organization). More information is provided as you approach these
qualifications.

Level

Active BPs

Max/One Leg

Monthly Bonus

Car Bonus
2017 Genesis

Level 1
Level 2

500
2,000

167
667

$2,000
$4,000

Level 3

4,000

1334

$8,000

from

Level 4

6,000

2000

$10,000

Radien Int.

Level 5

8,000

2667

$12,000

Free & Clear

Customer Acquisition Bonus/ 3-Gets You FREE
When a Preferred Customer refers 3 ACO sales or a BP makes 3 personal retail sales that are on ACO,
upon their 2nd ACO being processed your ACO of the same product(s) are absolutely free and you
continue to get your free product as long as you maintain 3 active retail ACO customers that order what
you are receiving free on your ACO.
Product Bonus Match
For every personal “preferred retail customer” or personally sponsored BP that is active with an ACO,
you receive a free Sample Size set/product equal to what they purchased. (free product is provided after
their 2nd ACO is processed)

